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Virtual CIO (vCIO)

Strategic Technology Assessment

Wish you could have an executive-level resource without the executive-level salary? You don’t need to hire a
CIO to get strategic guidance on your technology systems. With our Virtual CIO services, we’ll provide:

 Business-Oriented Guidance. Your vCIO isn’t

just looking at your infrastructure – they’re

looking at how your technology supports your

operations. How could you gain efficiencies?

Competitive advantages? Which initiatives are

high-priority, and which can wait? These are the

answers we’re looking for.

 An Entire Company’s Worth of Knowledge.

While you’ll have one primary, dedicated vCIO,

you’ll still be leveraging our company’s collective

technical, strategic, operational, and executive

expertise, along with our technical and strategic

partnerships.

WHAT IF…

You had an objective, executive-level,

business-minded resource to build and

execute your technology strategy?

(And what if that came at a

fraction of the cost of a full-time CIO?)

As the saying goes, you don’t know what you don’t know. And when it comes to technology, what you don’t
know could be putting you at serious risk. To help you make sense of your systems, our comprehensive strategic
technology assessment provides you with:

 A Detailed Analysis of Your Risks and

Deficiencies. We’ll evaluate your systems within

the context of industry best practices, and

identify any and all gaps that we find. You’ll have

a clear picture of where your technology stands,

and where you need to take it next (and it won’t

be written in tech jargon, either).

 A Prioritized List of Actionable

Recommendations. You’ll know exactly what

steps you need to take to elevate your technology

to the point where it will best support and

advance your business goals. We provide you

with a plan that we can help you implement, or

that you can take to any other technology

resource to execute – it’s up to you.

OUR PROCESS

Before we ever take a look at your
technology, we interview a cross-section
of your organization to find out how they

work, what their goals are, and where
technology fits in.

This information sets the context for our
entire assessment; business first,

technology second.


